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NOS PRIMAVERA SOUND

During its seventeen years in Barcelona, the Primavera Sound festival has managed to assert 
itself as one of the best festivals in Europe. That reputation, with both the audience and 
industry professionals, has been built essentially upon the quality of successive line-ups – 
Pixies, Aphex Twin, Patti Smith, Blur, Neil Young, Sonic Youth, The Cure, Pulp, Portishead, Pet 
Shop Boys, Arcade Fire, Pavement, Yo La Tengo, and Lou Reed are some of the thousands 
of artists that have played this festival in Barcelona.

In 2012, Primavera Sound took a great leap in its growth with Optimus Primavera Sound – 
NOS Primavera Sound since 2014.

The choice of Porto as Primavera Sound’s second city was not unrelated to the Iberian 
symmetry which the city shares with Barcelona. The Portuguese edition of Primavera Sound 
represented a leap to a new plateau of recognition, with NOS Primavera Sound currently 
referenced as a compulsory stop within the landscape of the best festivals in Europe.

For the seventh consecutive year, Porto will host the Portuguese edition. From 7th to 
9th of June 2018, the NOS Primavera Sound will return to Parque da Cidada: one of the 
main attractions of the event that will once again take center stage in the aesthetic and 
environmental concerns that characterize this festival.

NOS Primavera Sound has a wide selection of international artists, along with a significant 
representation of the Portuguese music scene. The artistic line follows the same guidelines of 
the Barcelona event, distinguished by the variety of styles and also new bands, highlighting 
both the local and new scene and international artists with long and respected careers.

Within the national scope, NOS Primavera Sound has contributed to Porto’s cultural growth 
as a city of vanguard, open to new trends and as a touristic destination par excellence.
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NICK CAVE AND THE BAD SEEDS, LORDE AND A$AP ROCKY WILL HEADLINE 
NOS PRIMAVERA SOUND 2018

From June 7th - 9th, the Parque da Cidade will also host artists such as The War On Drugs, 
Arca, Father John Misty, Mogwai, Jamie XX, Fever Ray or Tyler, The Creator.

After Primavera Sound revealed its lineup for this year’s edition, NOS Primavera Sound 
presents the one of its own. The festival’s seventh edition will continue to grow sustainably, 
after breaking its audience record in 2017 with around 90.000 people.

THE RECOGNITION OF THREE GENERATIONS

The three major headliners for NOS Primavera Sound 2018 explain, decisively, the 
contemporary music of today: alongside the rock-without-a-safety-net by Nick Cave and 
The Bad Seeds, who finally present the cathartic and now classic Skeleton Tree on stage, will 
be A$AP Rocky, the new worldwide king of hip hop (who will be showcasing his anticipated 
third album), and this century’s rising pop music star, Lorde, critically acclaimed with her 
second album, Melodrama. Classicism, modernity and future, all together in one lineup.

A LINEUP IN THE PRESENT

Added to the headliners is a set of other names, who represent the festival’s DNA. From 
The War On Drugs, now one of this generation’s crucial bands, to the unstoppable Jamie 
XX in his DJ guise, through heavyweight artists such as Father John Misty and Mogwai, the 
sonic avant-garde of Arca, the risqué sound of Fever Ray and Nils Frahm, indie rock classics 
like Grizzly Bear, Ezra Furman and Wolf Parade, R&B phenomenon Rhye and Abra or the 
multicoloured psychedelic sound of Unknown Mortal Orchestra.
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ECLECTICISM AND DARING

Only a complete, diverse and risky lineup can place, side by side, the unrelenting metal of 
Zeal & Ardor, the urban pop of Mavi Phoenix and the uncompromising pop of Flat Worms, 
the soundscape of Public Service Broadcasting and the exacerbated hedonism of Gerd 
Janson, the electronic experimentation of Four Tet (live) and obscure singer-songwriter 
Yellow Days.

Just like its brother in Barcelona, NOS Primavera Sound doesn’t forget the current music 
scene, and besides A$AP Rocky, the festival has performances by two of the biggest stars in 
the genre, in the form of Vince Staples and Tyler, The Creator, both with new and celebrated 
albums to showcase, and also different variations on the genre, such as Kelela, the style-
blender that is Thundercat or French-cubans Ibeyi.

NOS PRIMAVERA SOUND IS WRITTEN IN THE FEMININE

Ready to show why the future of music is female, women will also be a part of the engine 
of NOS Primavera Sound 2018. New leader Lorde, headlining, will be well surrounded by 
names with long careers such as Fever Ray and The Breeders, besides a deafening trail of 
new artists, from the above mentioned Kelela, Ibeyi and Mavi Phoenix to Waxahatchee, 
Kelsey Lu, Superorganism, Jay Som, Vagabon, Alex Lahey, Belako and Mattiel, through 
Helena Hauff, Shanti Celeste and OR:LA and Avalon Emerson in electronica.

SURRENDERED TO DANCE

And in electronica the festival shows a strong presence, with new representatives of the 
genre such as Jamie XX, Floating Points (in a Solo Live format) and Four Tet (to showcase 
the new album, New Energy, live) together with stimulating propositions such as Talaboman 
(the union of John Talabot and Axel Boman), Joe Goddard (the soul of Hot Chip), Marcel 
Dettmann, Motor City Drum Ensemble, Denis Sulta, Levon Vincent, Mall Grab and Helena 
Hauff.
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THERE IS NO SMALL PRINT HERE

Alongside the return of names which are well known to the festival, like Shellac, NOS 
Primavera Sound once again shows that it’s betting on those who will be the headliners of 
the future. Among them are the addictive day-glow pop of Superorganism, the nocturnal 
melodies by Yellow Days, the explosive Starcrawler and the refreshing guitars of Rolling 
Blackouts Coastal Fever, as well as Idles, Metá Metá and Belako and Oso Leone, two of 
the bands in the Spanish music scene with the highest international projection. From the 
Portuguese scene come Fogo Fogo, with their musical homage to the rhythms of Cape 
Vert, the pulsating rock of Solar Corona, the promise now turned into a certainty, by merit 
of his new acclaimed album, Luís Severo, the result of an exchange of ideas between two 
composers and multi-instrumentalists that became Foreign Poetry, the power-trio Black 
Bombaim, the house, disco and other mixings of Tiago, Caroline Lethô and DJ Lycox and 
Moullinex, a powerhouse of Portuguese electronica, back to records with a message of 
political assertion and the celebration of the dance floor.
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2018 LINEUP

ABRA
ALEX LAHEY
AMEN DUNES
ARCA
A$AP ROCKY
AVALON EMERSON
BELAKO
BLACK BOMBAIM
THE BREEDERS
CAROLINE LETHÔ
DENIS SULTA
DJ LYCOX
EZRA FURMAN
FATHER JOHN MISTY
FEVER RAY
FLAT WORMS
FLOATING POINTS (SOLO LIVE)
FOGO FOGO
FOREIGN POETRY
FOUR TET (LIVE)
GERD JANSON
GRIZZLY BEAR
HELENA HAUFF
IBEYI
IDLES
JAMIE XX
JAY SOM
JOE GODDARD
KELELA
KELSEY LU
LEVON VINCENT
LORDE
LUÍS SEVERO
MALL GRAB

MARCEL DETTMANN
MATTIEL
MAVI PHOENIX
METÁ METÁ
MOGWAI
MOTOR CITY DRUM ENSEMBLE
MOULLINEX
NICK CAVE & THE BAD SEEDS
NILS FRAHM
OR:LA
OSO LEONE
PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING
RHYE
ROLLING BLACKOUTS COASTAL FEVER
SHANTI CELESTE
SHELLAC 
SOLAR CORONA
STARCRAWLER
SUPERORGANISM
TALABOMAN
THE WAR ON DRUGS
THUNDERCAT
TIAGO
TYLER, THE CREATOR
UNKNOWN MORTAL ORCHESTRA
VAGABON
VINCE STAPLES
WAXAHATCHEE
WOLF PARADE
YELLOW DAYS
ZEAL & ARDOR
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TICKETS AND SELLING POINTS

Full festival tickets for NOS Primavera Sound are on sale for 125€ and can be purchased at 
bol.pt, Ticketea, NOS Primavera Sound portal and usual points of sale (FNAC, CTT, El Corte 
Inglés, etc). The Festicket travel package is also available and includes the full festival ticket 
and accommodation during the days of the festival.

Through the Viagens & Vantagens program, Via Verde offers an integrated solution to go to 
NOS Primavera Sound: the Via Verde festival pack offers, for the price of a festival pass, a 
discount on tolls, fuel voucher and free parking close to the festival site.

Also available at FNAC shops and fnac.pt is the NOS Primavera Sound 2018 Fã Pack FNAC 
daily voucher, at 55€. The daily voucher must be exchanged for a valid ticket at the FNAC 
stores in Portugal or on the official website of NOS Primavera Sound until one month after 
the daily lineup is known.  
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CONTACTS

Contact - Inês Capelo

Press Department
press@nosprimaverasound.com

PIC-NIC PRODUÇÕES, S.A.
PORTO
R. de Ceuta, Nº 118, Piso 3, Sala 20, 4050-190 Porto
T [+351] 222 082 624 | F [351] 222 082 619
info@nosprimaverasound.com
www.nosprimaverasound.com

PRIMAVERA SOUND S.L.
BARCELONA
C/ Ramon Turró, Nº 153, 08005 Barcelona
T [+34] 933 010 090 | F [+34] 933 010 685
info@primaverasound.com
www.primaverasound.es

The press dossier and the NOS Primavera Sound 2018 logo are available for download in 
the Press menu of the festival’s official website.

We thank you that in all references to the festival you use the official name: NOS Primavera 
Sound.
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BIOS

ABRA
The duchess of dark wave
When Abra asks on Fruit “tell me what you did last night”, you would love to answer that 
you spent it behind the wheel, driving aimlessly, watching the city go by as smoothly as 
the sound of her voice. The bedroom R&B from this Atlanta producer is delivered in low 
intensity waves, with vocal layering and inspired by the eighties, a period she never knew, 
but which she uses to great effect. The duchess’s clothes are made of home recordings and 
vindications about gender and race that border on the confessional: if she is naked, it is only 
in her lyrics.
Princess (Awful Records / True Panther Sounds, 2016)

ALEX LAHEY
Every day is the weekend
Play Alex Lahey’s debut LP I Love You Like A Brother (2017), and try to stop it before its ten 
tracks have finished. Spoiler: you won’t be able to, because the record gets you pogoing to 
the rush of guitars, wild bass and the infinite pa rum pump pump of the drums. Once you are 
in there you won’t want to come out. In the music of this Australian artist, formed in bands 
such as Animaux, you can find the carefree attitude of Wavves, the euphoric choruses of 
Parquet Courts and the je ne sais quoi of the early works of The Strokes. Put your glasses 
away and fasten your trainers well, because with Alex Lahey every day is the weekend.
I Love You Like A Brother (Dead Oceans, 2017)

AMEN DUNES
Fractal explosion
Go into the desert alone, with a good supply of water and preferably towards sunset to 
avoid the midday sun. After walking for a while, it will be easy to find a record by Amen 
Dunes, although legend has it that it’s the records by Amen Dunes that find you. Don’t 
worry if initially the sound is too bitter, it’s normal. Just look for some shade, close your eyes 
and wait. Little by little, the songs between the acoustic tremor and the electric humming 
of Through Donkey Jaw (2011), Love (2014) and the recent Freedom will form images, some 
sand-swept, others blinking, but which, with time will get clearer and more real. When 
you open your eyes, these sounds won’t disappear, but will become more vivid in a fractal 
explosion that will be literally mind-blowing.
Freedom (Sacred Bones Records, 2016)
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ARCA
BDSMtronic
Five exercises in style to try to explain what Arca is: 1) conventional-dull: with his third album, 
Arca took the step forward that confirms that he is one of the most free, most interesting 
and most sought after sound creators (by Björk, FKA Twigs, Kelela and Micachu) on the 
electronic music scene today. 2) Cryptic-submissive: stripping down the musical tradition of 
Venezuela, Alejandro Ghersi is the man of paraphilic, dreamy and non-conventional music 
and we his slaves have no safe word. 3) Promotional-over-used: dressed up in a skirt and 
bearing a whip, Arca exudes his strange and sexual pop in a shocking and unprecedented 
show. Are you going to miss it? 4) Series-obsessed-rapturous: just as there is no image that 
you have ever seen before in the third season of Twin Peaks, none of these sounds have 
ever been heard before until you hear Arca. 5) Pessimistic-maximalistic: if Arca invites his 
audience to test different exercises in style it is because his music is way ahead of language; 
there are no words to describe it.
Arca (XL, 2017)

A$AP ROCKY
Action hero
When you reach the end of an A$AP Rocky record, you can imagine him walking unperturbed 
towards the camera while everything he leaves behind him explodes. Like all the best action 
films, the music is pure entertainment: adrenalin highs, spectacular moments, timely slow-
motion or high speed tension, sentimental digressions, food for thought… A feast of ideas 
and sound discoveries that are only within the reach of an artist who is conscious that he is at 
the top of his game. This is only a partial portrait of Rakim Mayers: he is the REAL DEAL. He 
directs his own videos (and those of any of the A$AP Mob family), he turns each and every 
one of his verses into an urban poetry Faberge egg; he produces under the pseudonym Lord 
Flacko (or variations including Pretty Flacko) under which he collaborates with Rihanna, The 
Black Eyed Peas, Alicia Keys, Tyler, The Creator and Lana del Rey; he can go from a frenetic 
staccato on one track and move into teasing boudoir confessions on the next. There are not 
many artists with the authority to afford such luxuries. Why can he? Because he can.  Because 
he is the man.
At. Long. Last. A$AP (A$AP Worldwide, Polo Grounds, RCA, 2015)
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AVALON EMERSON
Black light
For one euro: fluorescent things. Blinking lights in the tunnels of the underground. The neon 
lights of a club in the Berlin Neukölln neighbourhood. The gifs used on the Natural Impasse 
video. And Avalon Emerson’s music. The lights of this Californian DJ and software programmer, 
now Berlin-based in body and sound, started to shine intensely in 2016 with Whities. From 
the serious techno of this EP, she moved on to the colour that lights up recent records like 
One More Fluorescent Rush; from listening to impossible remixes at the underground parties 
she used to gatecrash as a teenager in SoMa, to being the one who decides how The Knife 
or Sakamoto can sound like when remixed. Look over there, you’ll soon be able to spot 
fluorescent green, pink and blue lightning flashes over the Parque da Cidade.
Whities 013 (Whities, 2017)

BELAKO
Wind on the face
On all their tracks, Belako fight against the elements. This quartet from Mungia (Basque 
Country) have quite literally made a path for themselves with their powerful guitars since 
2013 when they burst, like a storm, onto the Spanish underground scene with Eurie, their 
prodigious debut album. Like a Scott Pilgrim destined to bring guitars back into the first 
line of battle, each of their records is a new victory to be celebrated. The third, Render Me 
Numb, Trivial Violence, which is about to come out, underpins their international assault but 
all the while condemning the explicit violence that threatens our world today. Riding the 
wave of post-punk revival with elements of new wave and neogrunge choruses, if rock has 
a future it is thanks to bands like this one.
Lungs (El Segell del Primavera)

BLACK BOMBAIM
Defying power
Black Bombaim took the name from portuguese band Mão Morta, the bass from Sleep the 
guitar fuzz from Hendrix, and the locomotive battery from Earthless. Like the Sex Pistols, with 
what they collected they did something new and unique. They are not a punk van but a stoner 
spacecraft with only two speeds: that of orbit and that of escape, which propels us into the 
sidereal vacuum where a riff stretched to eternity seems to last just long enough to induce 
the trance. Black Bombaim are simply a trio of power challenging the concept of “power.”
Far Out (Lovers And Lollypops, 2014)
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THE BREEDERS
Rosy cheeks
The day will come when our children, our grandchildren will ask us what that indie pop was 
like and we will answer “Check check check waahhuuuUU AhhhUU AhhhUU bom didi bom 
bom rat ta ta tat rat ta ta tat boom boom”. And they will immediately understand that it was 
fun, mental and exhilarating music, like dive-bombing in a pool. The Breeders were the happy 
face of 90s alternative pop rock. Colourful, bubblegum indie music. They were? They are! 
Kim Deal wasn’t ready to leave behind the excitement of those fabulous years and to take up 
baking apple pies. Her and the rest of the original line up that caused a stir with Last Splash 
(her sister Kelley Deal, Jim Macpherson and Josephine Wiggs) are still up for writing new 
songs, for playing them live and for proving that that indie is a distant memory of their youth. 
It is a paradise in which they will live in forever.
All Nerve (4AD, 2018)

CAROLINE LETHÔ
Feminine house to watch for
EBM, deep house, elusive techno, the strangest album, new wave, dark house ... In her sets, 
Caroline Lethô only crushes high quality material and unaccommodated sounds. From 
the Algarve and now living in Lisbon, Carolina Mimoso has become one of the strongest 
promises in the country, with productions on labels such as AVNL or Extended Records and 
String Theory, her monthly radio show on Quântica Radio.

DENIS SULTA
Nature invades us
0:01, the warble of a bird, or of a million birds. 0:014, you can hear the howl of an unknown 
animal in the background. 0:30, the chants of an Amazonian tribe begin to sound. What is 
this? Relaxation sounds from around the world? Wait till the bombshell at second 59 and the 
keyboards at a minute and a half and you will see just what Hector Barbour can do when he 
goes by the name of Denis Sulta. Some people say he is one of the next new sensations of 
house. He unashamedly dips into any sounds he can get his hands on transforming the sound 
of crickets (maybe?) into a mesmerizing loop on Nein Fortiate (2017), Four Tet never gets 
tired of playing Dubelle Oh XX (JVIP) in his sessions and you have to fight to get into his 
resident sessions at the Cabaret Voltaire in Edinburgh… wait, was that a clap of thunder that 
ended the track at minute 6?
Our World (With a Boy On Its Shoulders) (Sulta Records, 2017)
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DJ LYCOX
A lesson on the dancefloor
Although he has been touring the world with his sessions for a few years, his debut album 
only appeared last November, of course in Principe, the Portuguese label that leads the post-
kuduro scene that has taken root in the country. Lycox deploys all its weapons in “Sonhos 
& Pesadelos”: direct rhythm bombs sent to tracks but also unconventional polyrhythm 
experiments, approaches to house and disco and more relaxed cuts.
Sonhos & Pesadelos (Principe, 2016)

EZRA FURMAN
Gotta love him
Wow! He’s a grown up now. When Ezra Furman started it wasn’t yet clear if we were looking 
at the frontman of a cheerful indie rock band (Herman Dune or the pro-pop anti-folk bands 
style) or at a temperamental singer songwriter with moody pitch alterations from the 
school of Jonathan Richman, Gordon Gano and Darren Hayman. Time has put us all in our 
place and now, both he and us know that Ezra is one of the most empathetic, astute and 
huggable artisans and performers of alternative pop. His music has the poignant charm of 
an amigurumi and his lyrics demonstrate that his voice is unique. With this already extensive 
experience, at this rate every time we see him perform he will seem even more like a giant 
of (supposedly) small songs.
Transangelic Exodus (Bella Union, 2018)

FATHER JOHN MISTY
Forgive us father for we have sinned
In our defence, Josh Tillman, our sins are your fault. We were greedy when we grabbed 
your Pure Comedy (2017), because having only two records of yours under the alias of 
Father John Misty to date was just not enough. We were envious when you dedicated your 
previous record I Love You, Honeybear (2015) to your wife. Pride was our sin when we 
looked at ourselves in the mirror and fantasised about swaggering around on stage like you. 
Our sin was that of idleness when we lazily sang Bored In The USA, and at the same time 
that of fury when we couldn’t decide if we wanted you to be the drummer of Fleet Foxes or 
a magnificent performer, so magnificent that the stage seems too small for you. And that of 
gluttony, when we want you at Primavera Sound after having had you here in Portugal just 
a few months ago. And that of lust… hold on, since when has lust been a sin?
Pure Comedy (Bella Union / Sub Pop, 2017)
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FEVER RAY
Tension has become feminine
H bombs fall on Wanna Sip. Synthesisers imitate the buzzing noise of the projectiles at 
the beginning of Cry Cry Cry (first record by Fever Ray in 8 years), but the only mass 
destruction weapon of mass destruction is Karin Dreijer’s voice. This Swedish artist had 
already chewed and spat out poison on The Knife’s last record, but the exorcism comes 
now: on every corner of this labyrinth one hears a disturbed and disturbing shriek, on every 
corner another minotaur to face and overcome. A political, feminist and sexual manifesto 
where pop goes hand in hand with unease.
Plunge (Rabid Records, 2017)

FLAT WORMS
More guitars, this means war!
Neither in Washington nor in Pyongyang is the nuclear button bigger than it is in Los Angeles 
and the people chosen to press it are Flat Worms. The band launched its first atomic missile 
during the last edition of Primavera Club in Barcelona and the motorik echoes of their 
punk valves are still burning: if their first LP can cause chaos in a little under half an hour, 
live, they only have to turn up the amp button to set off the dynamite. Its members fought 
in the ranks of Thee Oh Sees, Ty Segall and with Kevin Morby and with them they learnt 
something essential: in straight up rock ‘n’ roll there is no surrender; no prisoners are taken.
Flat Worms (Castle Face Records, 2017)

FLOATING POINTS SOLO LIVE
The Talented Mr. Rubik
Which Sam Shepherd are you today? 1. The Dr. in neuroscience and epigenetics (whatever that 
is). 2. The Captain of the Floating Points Ensemble, the extraordinary marvel where Eastern 
strings meet electronic music under the voyeuristic gaze of sequential circuits and a Rhodes 
piano. 3. The free jazz enthusiast who put together the stunning 11 minutes of Silhouettes (I, 
II & III). 4. The Manchester lad who practiced the piano until his fingers bleed, mastering the 
classics knowing that someday he would overcome all the established rules. 5. The DJ who, yet 
again, is not afraid of playing till he erases his fingerprints during his marathonic sessions. 6. 
The one who came to NOS Primavera Sound in 2016, enveloped in visuals and discord, taking 
challenging electronic music to triumph that year. Whatever Sam Shepherd you have chosen… 
congratulations. You couldn’t fail to win. You chose Floating Points.
Elaenia (Luaka Bop, 2015)
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FOGO FOGO
A homage to rythim
Fogo Fogo is a tribute to the Cape Verdean rhythms with the eyes set on the vastness of 
those who speak portuguese and, of course, who dance or are attracted by movement. 
Five musicians now contribute to making it more than a sharing space. João Gomes invited 
Francisco Rebelo, Márcio Silva and David Pessoa and together with Danilo Lopes give voice 
to the interpreted themes. All of them are choosing new knits to weave the night of Fogo 
Fogo, and so, they all have a different fire, but never a soft one.
Fogo Fogo EP (2016)

FOREIGN POETRY
Colaboration at its finest
Foreign Poetry are Moritz Kerschbaumer (Austrian living in London for over a decade) and 
Danny Geffin (Londoner living in Brighton). Both are composers and multi-instrumentalists 
and met when they shared the Ritzy stage in Brixton. The project was born from a first 
collaboration between the two musicians: an EP that would never got to be edited. The 
debut album of Foreign Poetry contains meditations on out-of-fashion spiritual practices, 
divisive political fervor tensions, reflections on the indoctrination of youth upon leaving 
adolescence, the effects of technological experience on the human condition, and the fear 
of flying. With regard to the central themes of what it means to be alive, the content of the 
album is as abstract as it is specific.

FOUR TET LIVE
Paradise was this
There are artists whose careers are so extensive that you just don’t know where to start. It is 
overwhelming. The Londoner Kieran Hebden has been making music as Four Tet for almost 
twenty years, and he has a dozen albums under his belt as well as a catalogue of singles, 
mixes, collaborations and experiments of all types. He is an absolute go-to reference for 
electronic music in the last few years: coveted (he has collaborated with Burial and Thom 
Yorke), brave (he has produced Omar Souleyman and worked with the jazz drummer Steve 
Reid) and unconstrained (he has also remixed Sia, Lana del Rey and Black Sabbath). And 
now he has decided to make an album by digging into his own catalogue. This is New 
Energy, his latest album: the best possible doorway into the Four Tet universe. Elegance, 
exoticism, trance, experimentation and ambient: nirvana.
New Energy (Text Records, 2017)
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GERD JANSON
Unbeatable know-how
When Gerd Janson goes house, with infinite nods to old school, one imagines him DJing 
with a plain dressing gown and a monocle. A feast of elegance. When he decides to swerve 
towards techno, then our mental image of one of the bosses of the Running Back label is 
different: Bermuda shorts and flip flops. And boundless hedonism. The flexibility of this DJ 
to go from one register to another without losing the tone has been legendary for years. 
Janson has learnt more from the hours spent in the cabin than from any other experience. 
Whatever he DJs he gets it right. German efficiency? Of course, but also eclecticism and 
German voluptuousness.
Fabric 89 (Fabric, 2016)

GRIZZLY BEAR
The den
We have always heard that the devil is in the detail, but with Grizzly Bear we learn that the 
detail is also the habitat of certain songs, of certain artists. On Horn of Plenty (2004) Ed 
Droste created a den to live in, but the passing of time - and of musicians, and of records…- 
transformed it into a mansion. Rooms with mirrors, never-ending corridors and mosaics 
that shimmer. And on the walls, painted ruins that hide much more than is apparent at first 
sight or first hearing. The strokes of those fine instrument artists invite us in, to see and to 
sign one, two or three mortgages of time and make their music our permanent residence.
Painted Ruins (RCA, 2017)

HELENA HAUFF
Inner mirror
When Helena Hauff gazes at her inner self she sees that her popularity as a producer and DJ 
has grown exponentially since she released her first EP, Actio Reactio in 2013; that her mythical 
Birds and Other Instruments sessions at the Golden Pude club in Hamburg have become a 
font of professional wisdom (techno doesn’t need frills, EBM is compatible with darkwave, a 
good dose of classical acid house warms you up on a cold night, less is more, etc, etc …); and 
that the respect, the status and the adoration that she has won are totally justifiable because 
she has worked on them from record to record, from session to session and from beat to beat 
(no beat is too small!). So when Helena looks up and outward she sees… that we on the dance 
floor are an absolute reflection of herself.
Have You Been There, Have You Seen It EP (Ninja Tune, 2017)
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IBEYI
Porcelain craftsmanship of exoticism
French-Cuban twins who sing in Spanish, English, French and Yoruba on a jazzy mattress 
with afrolatin springs and elegant electronic trimmings. There is nothing we don’t like about 
that sentence… and nothing that Beyoncé, who called upon them for Lemonade, doesn’t like. 
And the same can be said about all those who have listened to their debut. On their second 
album, Ash, they remain firmly anchored in the villa of pop sweetness, on Exquisiteness 
Street, on the attention-to-detail corner. It is more ambitious, less conformist and just as 
emotional. It is time to set up an Ibeyi Songbook Preservation Society. There are not many 
proposals as touched by the grace of heterodoxy as theirs is. In fact, there are none.
Ash (XL Recordings, 2017)

IDLES
Songs without filters for the age of Instagram
In times of apathy and half-hearted music, IDLES’ motorik is geared towards sweat. Apathy, 
half-heartedness and inertia? Fold. Excitement, devotion and chaos? All in. From their 
first EP Welcome (2012) to their debut album Brutalism, this five-piece band has firmly 
established itself in a brand of sharp English irony and guitars that reject the post-punk 
label and venture into the realms of grime and nocturnal revolution. Brutal honesty to laugh 
in the adversary’s face, to pogo until you lose your phone crushing underfoot… because we 
all know the only good phone is a smashed one.
Brutalism (Balley, 2017)

JAMIE XX
The rest is noise
The days, weeks, months and years go by and In Colour (Young Turks, 2015) keeps getting 
bigger and bigger. What started off as the very promising solo debut by Jamie Smith, the 
one behind the electronic widgets in The xx, has ended up becoming a generational album 
that encapsulates the tradition of the dance music of the last 20 years, of UK garage to 
trance, not to mention dancehall and pop. And together with it, the coming of a Jamie xx in 
his prime, be it as a producer, as a DJ –where he lets loose his love of disco music– or as a 
member of The xx, on whose latest album he played a crucial role. The days, weeks, months 
and years go by and Jamie xx is more and more irreplaceable.
In Colour (Young Turks, 2015)
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JAY SOM
The magic room
There is an unexpected sparkle, as disconcerting as it is magical, when you listen to the 
songs of Everybody Works, debut album as Jay Som by the twenty-year-old Melina Duterte. 
It is the sensation of being in front of a handmade record in 2017. Duterte has written, 
recorded and produced everything you hear on this record, but this is not (only) a lo-fi 
bedroom album. Maybe it is the self-confessed influence of Carly Rae Jepsen’s E•MO•TION 
or maybe this is what pop really is nowadays, but every song on Everybody Works is a 
delightful dance between genres: from the Pixies to Julien Baker in R&B mode, from Yo La 
Tengo to Chromatics. The new and the old, genuine emotion.
Everybody Works (Polyvinyl, 2017)

JOE GODDARD
He wants it all
Joe Goddard wants it all. Not satisfied with setting the dance floor on fire aboard the Hot 
Chip ship with Alexis Taylor and exploring disco soundscapes with his parallel project 
The 2 Bears, he also enjoys flying solo, be it with remixes of every kind (for The Chemical 
Brothers, DJ Koze and Superorganism) or with his solo career. Electric Lines (2017), his 
latest adventure under his own name, is an exquisite love letter to the dance music that 
has marked his life. It defines him: there are peaking-on-the-dancefloor anthems, slow 
burners, house delicatessens via Detroit and tons of crate digging (the sample on Music Is 
The Answer is a declaration of intent, as are the ones from I Don’t Wanna Lose Your Love by 
The Emotions and We’re On Our Way Home by Brainstorm). He wants it all and he has it all.
Electric Lines (Domino, 2017)
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KELELA
The triumph of patience
No, not even in the times of streaming when releases are grouped per day and too many of 
them are orchestrated with more marketing than music, does everything have to be done 
by yesterday. And that is something that Kelela knows well: since the release of her debut 
(praised by Solange) she has maintained the pulse of the industry even though she has only 
released one EP and a few tracks over four years. But it was well worth the wait: Take Me 
Apart is a new R&B wet dream, that favours slow combustion over explosion, where the 
layering of contemporary electronic details on those 90s vocals is an instant winner. Pop 
with no labels, so free that it is from all over and certainly not from anywhere in particular.
Take Me Apart (Warp, 2017)

KELSEY LU
Life in staccato
Kelsey Lu has been defined as “special” by journalists who have interviewed her, by friends 
and collaborators, and also by anybody with ears who has delved into the aqueous church 
of her debut EP. Church is its name as it was, effectively, recorded in a church… and live! And 
because the strict religious education of her childhood led her to create strange, small and 
delicate worlds in her imagination where music was an escape. Perhaps the only one she 
had. In her scores we find the striking and dissonant cello on Kelela’s new album, the stage 
on to which she was invited by Blood Orange and shared with Solange, and the echoes 
of the natural world to which she escaped to when she was small and where she became, 
ironically, a supernatural being. Definitely special. Staccata. Staccatissima.
Church (True Panther, 2016)

LEVON VINCENT
“War and Peace”, the electronic version
We are not here for the money or at least, we shouldn’t be. Taking “here” to be the, according 
to some, often lucrative business of electronic music, Levon Vincent is a rara avis that 
maintains that remixes should only be done for friends and flies the banner of his renowned 
anti-capitalism. Practicing what he preaches, he dedicates his second LP For Paris to the 
victims of terrorism and gives it away as a free download. Among clouds of synths, hard-
hitting drum machines and a production which is no longer cold, in fact on tracks such as If 
We Choose Peace ethical electronic music even seems possible.
For Paris (Novel Sound, 2017)
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LORDE
A new hope
Lines and images from Melodrama, THE pop album of 2017, that confirm it is a generational 
tale that will be referenced for many years. 1) Fireworks: “Every night, I live and die / Feel the 
party to my bones”; 2) The truth behind the mirror: “These are the games of the weekend / 
We pretend that we just don’t care / But we care”; 3) Emotional distance in a relationship: 
“I do my makeup in somebody else’s car / We order different drinks at the same bars”; 4) 
Disillusionment and parting: “Now I’ll fake it every single day ‘til I don’t need fantasy, ‘til I feel 
you leave”; 5) The raw truths: “All the glamour and the trauma and the fuckin’ / Melodrama”.  
Lorde is the pop star that the new century needs: transparent, familiar, excessive, real. There 
is no persona here. And that is what Melodrama is, an album about how incredibly difficult 
it is to deal with fame and disappointment in love at the age of 20, when everything is still 
new and there is no room for cynicism. Lorde makes her peers feel safe, comforted, hugged; 
and she make those ones who are not from her generation open their eyes in the face of 
such honesty, integrity and conviction. For all of this, and especially for what she will do in 
the future is why Lorde isn’t just important: she is essential.
Melodrama (Universal, 2017)

LUÍS SEVERO
From promise to certainty
Luís Severo, a young portuguese singer and composer, edited the album Cara d’Anjo in 
2015, acclaimed by specialized critics and the general public. He writes catchy love songs 
with a lyric marked by luminous metaphors and stories of everyday life. His unique identity 
in the new Portuguese music scene does not leave indifferent those who attended his 
performances. Luís Severo was also a producer for artists such as Filipe Sambado and Éme 
and composer in themes of Cristina Branco.
Luís Severo (Cuca Monga, 2017)
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MALL GRAB
Dress code for the new playful electronic music
Main goal for 2018: to organize such a cool party that the only music playing there is the one 
by house-influenced Mall Grab, productions that are more effective than make up in helping 
guests look and feel good. The Pool Party Music that the Australian producer organizes 
from London suggests light clothing, ethereal headwear and showy but comfortable shoes, 
with a good sole for dancing. In this get-up and with the playful attitude that his mixes 
provoke, it is absolutely impossible for the photo (or the celebration) to go badly.
Pool Party Music (Hot Haus Recs, 2017)

MARCEL DETTMANN
Dark almost black techno
If there was a human vertex that completed the electronic music triangle formed by the 
Mecca of Berghain and the crate digging at Hard Wax, then it would be Marcel Dettman. 
His sound, originally influenced by Chicago and Detroit, goes deeper and deeper, reaching 
around in the depths of dervish electronic music. As generous when remixing (see the finesse 
with which he treated Seven by Fever Ray) as he is ruthless behind the decks, in his sessions 
you only know when you are in, but you never know when you will get out.
DJ-Kicks (Studio !K7, 2016)

MATTIEL
A lit fuse
In the official photo, Mattiel looks like a trap singer on the point of making it big time all 
around the world. In the other photos, the Georgia artist is standing on the saddle of a horse 
as if she were leading the riot grrrl revolution in alternative country. And in the next, this 
designer and illustrator evolves into a female response to the image of modern macho rock. 
At Burger Records they still cannot believe their luck at having the beta version of a rock 
star like her on their roster. Shops pull down your blinds, she’s coming!
Mattiel (Burger Records, 2017)
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MAVI PHOENIX
Urban safari
You shouldn’t judge a book by its cover nor an artist by their hit… no matter how much of 
a hit it was. The fact that Aventura is one of THE viral songs of 2017 is something that we 
all agree on; but discovering the rest of the tracks by this Austrian artist of Syrian descent 
Mavi Phoenix is like going on a safari in the universe of contemporary urban music. A hint 
of the exoticism of M.I.A. here, the cheekiness of MØ there and some autotune trap à la 
PARTYNEXTDOOR to get the millennials totally on board. And if you don’t like it as she 
herself says very clearly on Aventura you can “shove it up your anus”. Jeez.
Young Prophet (LLT Records, 2017)

METÁ METÁ
Brazilian beat, new saga
Brazil never stops. Just when it seems that choro, bossa, samba, MPB, tropicalism or 
batucada are about to become words that only experts in music from Rio de Janeiro know, 
the band Metá Metá (in Yoruba, “Three in one”) appears and blends elements of all of them.  
They also add hints of punk, dashes of free jazz and traces of African music (non other 
than Tony Allen, afrobeats legend, has collaborated with them). The Sao Paolo trio, that 
becomes a sextet on stage, is a tribute to polyrhythmic groove (although they also know 
how to take their feet off the percussion accelerator and introduce an element of calm) and 
the rejection of conventionalism. In Bahia it is forbidden to forbid.
MM3 (Metá Metá, 2016)

MOGWAI
The mega-snake always rings twice
They always create a high level of expectancy… and we will always ask them to perform the 
unexpected. Since their last visit to Porto, we have spent four years waiting for Mogwai to 
come back and our impatience only grew when last year they launched Every Country’s Sun. 
These Scots have enjoyed many a Party in the Dark at our festival, and at the next we hope 
to get to know those 11 tracks that go beyond rock, songs which breathe in the landscapes 
and exhale the epic soundtracks by these would-be brutes. If we have been crossing off the 
years till their return now we are crossing off the days.
Every Country’s Sun (Rock Action / Temporary Residence, 2017)
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MOTOR CITY DRUM ENSEMBLE
Turbo-charged
Any aspiring aficionado of pop music knows that to talk about Motor City is to talk about 
Detroit (about the main bastion of the North American car industry, yes, but also about 
Motown, about p-funk, about techno-house…). Daniel Plessow, who is no newcomer, is also 
well aware of this, as this is the music that he grew up on. So when he realized that the city 
he lived in, Stuttgart, could be considered the Detroit of Germany (it is home to Mercedes-
Benz and Porsche) the name of his project came naturally: Motor City Drum Ensemble. 
From then on his career went from 0 to 100 in five mythical releases, the Raw Cuts series 
of 2008. Since then, the skill, the inventiveness and the energy he puts into exploring the 
depths of house have become legendary. References on over 25 labels, amazing remixes, 
mind-blowing sessions, cult podcasts… Everything that Plessow does is turbo-charged.
Selectors 001 (Dekmantel, 2016)

MOULLINEX
Dancefloor celebration
Moullinex is the alter ego of the portuguese producer, dj and multi-instrumentalist Luís Clara 
Gomes. With numerous underground hits like Take My Pain Away and Maniac, remixes of 
Røyksopp, Cut Copy and Two Door Cinema Club’s performances he was a booster to the disco 
music. In 2002, alongside Xinobi, he founded the Discotexas label. After two albums acclaimed 
by the music industry (Flora in 2012 and Elsewhere in 2015), Moullinex presents Hypersex 
(2017). The third studio project represents a collective celebration of the culture of music 
about love: it does not matter where you are from, who you are or who you choose to love.
Hypersex (Discotexas, 2017)
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NICK CAVE AND THE BAD SEEDS
Staring into the abyss
As the classical modern artist that he is, Nick Cave has had different personas in the some 
forty years that his career spans: that of the wild punk, the night crooner with a dark soul, 
the turn-of-the-century romantic poet, the rapturous preacher… A glorious wardrobe of 
costumes that, when lined up, convey an ultimate truth: the Australian is the greatest rock 
star around. However on his latest album, Skeleton Tree, all the masks drop. Goodbye 
personas, hello person. See you later theatrics, welcome confessions. A work of mourning, 
of painful sincerity on which Nick Cave abandons the life of an artist to become an artist of 
life. It took him over a year to get up the courage to take this repertoire on to the stages. It 
is hardly surprising: performing these songs is an artistic and confessional challenge that is 
sure to drain both him and us.
Skeleton Tree (Bad Seed, Ltd, 2016)

NILS FRAHM
Spider webs
More than concerts, Nils Frahm’s concerts are spatiotemporal bubbles. There are no 
entrance requirements and you don’t have to be a member but not many want to leave 
the spider web of pianos, keyboards and synthesisers woven by the German composer and 
producer. Once inside, he decides which dimension he will take us to: he can opt for his 
facet of improvisation and emotional noise, for moving us towards ambient… or for making 
us dance. This time we will be dancing.
Solo Remains (Erased Tapes, 2016)

OR:LA
Electronic music in the first person
They are like novels written in the first person. Listening to sessions by Or: La is like reading 
a fascinating narrative in three acts: a mysterious dub presentation, a garage plot with quasi 
funk incursions and a dubstep outcome bordering on cathartic rave. Also, in some way, 
they are the personal story of this DJ, producer and co-founder of the Deep Sea Frequency 
label.  In her music you can sense her expertise as a digger (she has been collecting vintage 
electronic records for years), her aversion to taking shortcuts to fame (she never plays 
a crowd-pleaser) and, in particular you can sense her itinerant nature: her famous Meine 
Nacht sessions never had fixed headquarters and she splits her life between Derry, where 
she was born, and Liverpool, where she lives.
Farewell 24 EP (Hotflush Recordings, 2017)
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OSO LEONE
Glass architecture
There is music that is naturally beautiful and there is music that is artificially beautiful. The 
first hardly needs any make up to enhance the beauty; the second also radiates beauty but 
needs a little postproduction. There is a third and rare category to which Oso Leone belong:  
the beauty of their music is not only intrinsic, but they also know how to embellish it with 
masterful touches. The fact that musical golden ratio of the Mallorca band was destined for 
universal fame was already obvious on Mokragora (2013), a folktronic fantasy that caught 
the attention of half the planet. Gallery Love, their third album, is like a map of an imaginary 
glass city. Jingles, transparencies, sparkles, reflections… Beauty that is at once fragile and 
solid. Natural and artificial splendour.
Gallery Love (El Segell, 2018)

PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING
The revenge of the nerds
“Nerds don’t dance”. What are you talking about? That statement is wrong on two levels.  
One: that just because you are well-groomed, wear glasses and fasten all the buttons on 
your shirt you are a nerd. And two: that if you are a nerd you are ashamed of or even refuse 
to dance. Public Service Broadcasting are the living rejection of these stereotypes. The 
math pop by these Londoners is nerdy and hedonistic. Kraut Muzak That can just as easily 
be used to liven up experiments in the laboratory as it can be used to trigger a wild Friday 
night. It depends on the volume that you play it at. The day that selectors for advertising 
music discover them, they will go crazy.
Every Valley (PIAS Recordings, 2017)

RHYE
Warmth in black and white
Their strategy is ambiguity, suggesting rather than showing. Since their beginnings the LA-
based duo has confused us, sparking speculation about who was behind the androgynous 
voice of the boudoir insinuations on their recent release Taste. And how come we are still 
waiting for them with the door ajar with low lighting as our nights are still missing the sound 
of the seductive R&B of Woman (2013)? What Rhye has in its hands (and in the boudoir) 
smells of elegant passion and its happy ending.
Blood (Caroline / Loma Vista, 2018)
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ROLLING BLACKOUTS COASTAL FEVER
Fresh acoustic strumming
Rolling Blackouts CF, as they are sometimes known, as if they were a sports team, did a test 
“Find out what guitar band you would be” and they got The Go-Betweens. They did it again 
and the result was The Bats. And the third time, The Chills. Being indie in the antipodes was 
too heavy. They were never going to be The Feelies, although they strum 6, 12 and even 18 
strings with the same gusto and a skilful right hand. Anyway, the Melbourne quintet was 
happy with the other results. Jangle, kiwi, indie… they feel represented by all of these pop 
traditions. Although this is, in fact, straight up pop. Because Rolling Blackouts Coastal Fever 
remind us that it is called pop because “music that makes you walk through life with a smile 
on your face, thinking that everything will be all right” is far too long.
The French Press (Sub Pop, 2017)

SHANTI CELESTE
Smooth house blessings
From Chile to the United Kingdom, from renegade jungle raves in the Lake District to the 
cathedrals of electronic music in Berlin, Shanti Celeste is renowned for her hyperactivity. 
Her ethereal melodies are the only continuum in a mutating production that moves between 
the house vocals of her debut Days Like This (2014) and the broken rhythms in the orbital 
techno of Make Time (2017). The sets by this chameleonic artist, who also does a show on 
NTS radio and is the founder of Peach Discs, have the same panoramic vision that drives all 
her productions.
Make Time (Idle Hands, 2017)

SHELLAC
A canary in the mine
The day that Shellac is not at NOS Primavera Sound will mean that the festival has changed. 
It is worth pointing out that Steve Albini, Todd Trainer and Bob Weston never play at festivals, 
with the exception of Primavera. So every time they appear on one of our stages, what 
happens is more than a stripping-down of all the superfluous rhetoric of guitar-bass-drum 
rock, it is a now traditional ceremony at which the venerable Chicago trio speaks for us 
when they advocate that their music -that all music- is pure essence. Shellac is our folklore. 
Shellac represents us.
Dude Incredible (Touch & Go Records, 2014)
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SOLAR CORONA
Cosmic flavour
Solar Corona is an effervescent rock band as an engine in the psychic of the listener. 
Founded in 2012 and regrouped in 2016, the trio composed by Rodrigo Carvalho (the mind 
responsible for this adventure), José Roberto Gomes and Peter Carvalho is committed to 
open the consciences of the public and take them on a rampant odyssey through distorted 
landscapes and constant beats. Comparision is often used to describe their music, so we 
suggest you imagine Hawkwind if Lemmy had never been kicked out.
Outerspace EP (2014)

STARCRAWLER
Ready?
If Starcrawler were only a performance, they would be one of a festival’s most talked about 
concerts. If they were only a new incarnation of seventies rock in a glam suit with explosive 
punk, they would be one of the revelations of the year. This band is in fact both things 
simultaneously. Driven by the sinister and magnetic Arrow de Wilde and with input from 
Ryan Adams (with whom they recorded their debut), Starcrawler are power and chaos, 
form and content, sex and love. If Elton John, one of the first to spin their record, could see 
them now on stage, his very exclusive tinted glasses would explode into millions of pieces.
I Love LA (Rough Trade, 2018)

SUPERORGANISM
Pop play-centre
They are like a bag of jelly babies: sweet, coloured, artificial and of course childish. Gone are the 
days when Frank Ocean played their bubble-gum hit Something For Your M.I.N.D and rumours 
speculated that they were a phantom project by Damon Albarn. Overnight, Superorganism 
have gone from being a disconcerting enigma to becoming one of the most incredible live 
acts of the year. On stage, this multinational seven-piece fronted by a 17-year-old Japanese girl 
(who looks half her age) is pure audio-visual confetti for the age of the meme.
Nobody Cares (CYH, 2017)
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TALABOMAN
2 + 2 = 5
Sometimes sums just become exponential… That is definitely the case with the Spanish 
and Swedish producers John Talabot and Axel Boman and the result is exponential. After 
meeting in an after hours club during Sónar Festival, Talabot invited Bowman to participate 
on his DJ Kicks and from that came Talaboman and Sideral, their first joint track. As this 
happened in 2014, the fact that their first album didn’t come out till 2017 was mystifying… 
until we heard it. Its name, The Night Land, is perfect as Talaboman’s electronic music is, just 
that, nocturnal, spectral, and almost catatonic. It is the union between two personalities that 
have house and disco music in common, but that when they get together hit on something 
totally different. It is at times a homage to the Balearic sound, at others a nod to Kraftwerk, 
and at others an astral journey through dreams. It is music to dance to or to let yourself go. 
It is reinvigorating and takes you to new heights.
The Night Land (R&S)

THUNDERCAT
The incredible life of a feline bass guitarist
He has the nickname of a superhero and, in his own way, he is one. The bass guitarist 
Stephen Bruner is a prodigal child of his instrument who excels at the centre of heroic 
musical adventures where others would fail. Inertia leads you to think of him as a virtuoso 
coming from jazz, but that stylistic suit of clothes isn’t big enough for him now. His groove 
can be detected it is true, on jazz records (Stanley Clarke and Kamasi Washington), but also 
on trash metal albums (Suicidal Tendencies), on hip hop ones (Kendrick Lamar), on funk 
(Childish Gambino), on neo soul albums (Erykah Badu) and electronic records (Flying Lotus 
is a regular ally). His latest album, Drunk, is an extravaganza of black pop in which all styles 
seems to be one. His own.
Drunk (Brainfeeder-PIAS, 2017)

TIAGO
Resident DJ of the Portuguese night
If you have ever gone out at night in Lisbon, you have many chances to have end at Lux 
at least as the club is an institution of the Portuguese night. Tiago has spent more than a 
decade as a resident performing sessions that mainly feed on house, disco and acid, and 
combining it with a growing international agenda and the direction of the Interzona 13 label. 
An off-road DJ that arrived to the mixing gea after playing in well-known Portuguese bands 
like Gala Drop, Loosers or Pop Dell’Arte.
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TYLER, THE CREATOR
The cannibal
The grass still hasn’t grown back around the stages where Odd Future used to play. Among 
that wild gang one voice stood out from the rest: Tyler, The Creator was the most menacing, 
the most magnetic and the most promising of the OFWGKTA collective. A few years later, 
that promising, magnetic and dangerous artist is a reality. Tyler Gregory Okonma barks 
and bites like no other MC, and here we are not only speaking about the Odd Future gang. 
In each and every one of his verses he lights a fuse that explodes in the final rhyme. In 
these times in which hyper-connection ends up condemning us to non-communication, 
fury, angst, indignation and the truth will be rapped by Tyler, The Creator or it won’t be.
Flower Boy (Columbia, 2017)

UNKNOWN MORTAL ORCHESTRA
The garden of earthly delights
A test of auditory acuity: aiming to pick out and identify all the styles encompassed in 
the repertoire of Unknown Mortal Orchestra. You will detect hints of the sixties, elements 
of soul, traces of indie, smidgens of funk, echoes of electronic pop… To group all of these 
sounds under one umbrella like a wild-card (psychedelia or neopsychedelia, whatever) is 
immediately useful, as could be appreciated on UMO’s first single Ffunny Ffrends. From 
then on, we understood that each hit (and there have been tons: From The Sun, Can’t Stop 
Checking My Phone, Shakedown Street…) could be a painting by Bosco reformatted as a 
pop song. Multiple references and all going in the same direction: towards the happiness of 
iridescent pop.
First World Problems (Jagjaguwar, 20016)

VAGABON
Quiet-LOUD-quiet
A minute of silence please for cynicism applied to alternative rock. Because with Vagabon, 
history and clichés are the same as usual, it’s true, but this time they are focused on like 
never before. Lætitia Tamko was a teenager from Cameroon who moved to New York and 
discovered in guitar indie the perfect loudspeaker for those girls who were treated as 
wierdos by the popular kids at high school. In our current context, in which concepts such 
as DIY, underground and lo-fi seem to have lost all their original meaning, this self-taught 
multi-instrumentalist breathes life back into them, because she believes in them. Because 
we believe in them thanks to her.
Infinite Worlds (Miscreant RecordsFather/Daughter Records 2017)
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VINCE STAPLES
Nothing is impossible
Vince Staples started his career with a bang: he made his mark on the future of hip hop with 
the EP Hell Can Wait (2014). Those seven tracks had it all: the character, the restlessness, the 
novelty and... the power. So when the explosion of creativity Summertime ’06 (2015) came 
out, and the EP Prima Donna (2016) and the more recent Big Fish Theory, the sensation that 
we were dealing with a game changer overwhelmed us at every rhyme. That is why so many 
other musicians want to move close to the Californian artist (Damon Albarn, A$AP Rocky, 
Kendrick Lamar…) on his latest album: to see if they get some of this wild artist who has no 
stylistic limits (he does everything and he does it well: techno, house, avant garde, pop…). 
“Impossible” means nothing to him.
Big Fish Theory (ARTium-Blacksmith-Def Jam, 2017)

THE WAR ON DRUGS
Infinite road
The War On Drugs are a place, an idea, a sonar spectrum. A deserted road that disappears 
over the horizon at dusk. They are a spell: if a song by Adam Granduciel surrounds you, 
talks to you and comforts you, you are enchanted. The albums by The War On Drugs, 
especially since the turning point marked by Lost In The Dream, do this: once they get you, 
they are with you forever. Because A Deeper Understanding, their latest incursion, does 
exactly what its title says, it allows you to gain a deeper understanding of Granduciel’s 
evocative, millimetric and empathetic rock. It allows you to enjoy their oneiric world and to 
get comfortable on the sound cushion that underpins all their compositions. Where you can 
escape for the 11 minutes and 11 seconds of Thinking Of A Place, sereneness in a song. To 
end up by concluding that a band has never had such obvious influences while at the same 
time managing to sound so unique and inimitable.
A Deeper Understanding (Atlantic Records, 2017)
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WAXAHATCHEE
Visceral anthems
Call it grunge, call it emo, or simply call it indie rock. Call it whatever you want, but call it 
something as it will never cease to exist: there will always be artists who hang an electric 
guitar from their necks and through them pour out everything they have in themselves. 
And if they continue to make such heart-on-sleeve albums as Out in the Storm, the fourth in 
Katie Crutchfield’s very consolidated career, there will always be people who will live them 
as if they had written it themselves. This time the moment has come to raise our arms in 
unison, because on this record Crutchfield magnifies her proposal lifting it to the anthem 
category (hello Dinosaur Jr., how goes it Built to Spill?) the stories of her disappointments, 
her existential emptiness and self searching. The Waxahatchee storm is approaching.
Out in the Storm (Merge, 2017)

WOLF PARADE
Rapture in solemnity
In the family of Canadian alternative music, where happy-go-lucky members abound, Wolf 
Parade take on the role of the solemn brothers very convincingly. Without giving up either 
their national DNA that took them to tiny epic or the sense of urgency that drives post-punk 
forward, the godchildren of Isaac “Modest Mouse” Brock are back after a hiatus that started 
in 2011 with a new manual of indie rock on Sub Pop. Their frontman, Spencer Krug, asks 
himself on his new record “am I an alien here?”, but luckily we know that music will always 
shelter us, the proud outsiders.
Cry Cry Cry (Sub Pop, 2017)

YELLOW DAYS
Catch me if you can
George van den Broek evolves on stage even as you watch. When he debuted in 2016 
with the viral Harmless Melodies he dispensed the dark singer songwriter phase, think King 
Krule and Mac DeMarco, in a shot. A year later that’s history: Is Everything Okay In Your 
World?, his debut LP, is much more than the reflection of a pining teenager with a guitar 
in his house in Haselmere, a small snail’s pace town in Surrey. It is a testament to his love 
of Ray Charles, whose soul imbues the whole record, and serves as a testing ground for a 
movement towards genres such as jazz, hip hop (his collaboration on Lately I with the rising 
rap star Rejjie Snow is worth a record in itself) and electronic music. All of this by the age of 
18. Whilst you have been reading this, Yellow Days will already have moved on.
Is Everything Okay In Your World? (Good Years, 2017)
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ZEAL & ARDOR
The devil at the crossroads
Of course blues and black metal have a lot in common. The devil that appeared before 
Robert Johnson at the crossroads is the same one that Venom has on their record covers. 
Or at least that is what Zeal & Ardor claim. On their debut Devil Is Fine, each song starts 
like an apocryphal gospel and, suddenly, flips towards noisy necromancy. And it makes 
total sense. Black gospel (in every meaning of the word) in which the Swiss-American artist 
Manuel Gagneux starts off preaching his sermon like a dreamy version of Delta blues, and 
then smashes it against a pentacle of avant-garde metal!
Devil Is Fine (Mvka, 2016)




